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Many sports executives fear that the root cause of declining

ratings and aging audiences is the disengagement of

millennials and generation Z from live sports. Brian Hughes,

senior vice president of audience intelligence and strategy at

MAGNA Global USA, put it this way: "[Their] increased interest in

short-term things, like stats and quick highlights... has funnelled

some young viewers away from TV. Jeramie McPeek, former vice

president of digital and brand strategy for the Phoenix Suns,

cites: "It is smart phone and tablet usage by younger people

who are on Snapchat or Instagram all day long and watching a

lot of videos on YouTube and Netflix   .

With so many sports options across so many screens, fans of all

ages—not just millennials—are watching fewer games and

quitting them faster. The overall reach of sports on TV hasn’t

declined; ratings have dropped because fans are watching

fewer and shorter sessions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Organizations across the globe in various sectors are facing the

new challenge of retaining and gaining customers. In the new

digital era, customers have the freedom to switch from one

brand to another depending upon their likes and dislikes.

Brands and other entities are finding it very difficult to attract

and retain them. In today’s age, the customer segment is

dominated by two categories: Generation Z and Millennials.

They both have different ways of product consumption. Along

with brands, sports teams and other entities also find it difficult

to retain their fans. In this report, we showcased the various

methods adopted by teams and franchises to attract the new

age group of Gen Z and Millennials.
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OTHERS - 45%

Gen Zs - born between 1997 and 2015
and fall within the age group of 6 to

24  

Millennials - born between 1981 and
1996 and fall within the age group of

25 to 40  
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GEN Z - 23%

MILLENNIALS -
 32%

TOTAL WORLD POPULATION - 7.8 BILLION

WHO ARE GEN Z AND MILLENNIALS

GEN Z MILLENNIALS

Follow traditional sports and experiential

sports

Consumes content on OTT platforms

Avid Social Media users

Follows athletes rather than sports

Short attention span

Follow traditional sports

Consumes content on OTT & traditional

platforms

Consumes traditional and social media

Follows teams rather than athletes

Open and adaptive to change
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With a staggering 63% of all sports fans interested in paying for an all-sports over-the-top channel, the

opportunities for brands across the sporting landscape to break into the OTT space and capitalize on

the change in viewing habits in recent years is not one to be missed.

In recent years, sports coverage has changed tremendously due to the rise of the OTT landscape.

Consumers are opting for more accessible and affordable alternatives to consuming their favorite

sports, paving the way for OTT sports streaming. Sports media streaming rights are expected to reach

$85 billion in revenue by 2024, symbolizing the potential future growth of this space and an

overabundance of opportunities for sports brands.

For example, Amazon bought the rights to show 20 Premier League games. This was the first time

Premier League games in the UK had not been aired on a traditional TV platform.

The NFL has developed live programming and distributed on-demand content that takes advantage of

Twitter's unique features to appeal to its highly engaged audience   .

OTT gives consumers around the world the chance to watch video content whenever they choose to,

and with this also comes new advertising, targeting, and personalization opportunities. As more and

more people continue to adopt OTT as a way of consuming sports content, the opportunities also

continue to grow, and this is something that sports brands must look to capitalize on.
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STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT GEN Z AND MILLENIALS
Shift of Viewership from TV to OTT1.
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STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT GEN Z AND MILLENIALS
2.Fantasy Sports and Betting

Another factor that has attracted Gen Z and especially

Millennials fans, is Fantasy Sports and Betting. This

industry has seen huge growth in the last few years

and, according to a report, it is assumed to reach 48.07

billion USD by 2027  . Over the years, we have seen

many companies and leagues come up with Fantasy

Leagues either organically or through tie-ups with

third-party companies. Fantasy Premier League, fantasy

gaming contests of the English Premier League, have

made a huge impact in terms of fan engagement. In

2020, FPL had around 5.8 million managers

participating in the game. This created a direct impact

in terms of viewership. The users watched more games

in order to analyze the game and decide the strategy

for the following week   . 

Similarly, other leagues have also come up with their

own fantasy games. For example, IPL & Dream11.

In this new day and age, esports play the main

competitor against traditional when it comes to

catching the eyeballs of their audience. In 2020, the

esports audience was roughly around 435.9 million and

is on the verge of increasing even more  . Not just

playing the sport, but also viewing esports

tournaments played by professionals. In recent years,

we have seen top sporting leagues invest in esports

tournaments in their respective leagues. Eg: F1 Esports,

NBA 2k Esports, Epremier League, etc. Thus, helping

clubs and leagues attract a newer generation of

audience and taking root of sustainability. 

3. Leagues Investing in Esports

[4]
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STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT GEN Z AND MILLENIALS
4.Customization and Personalisation of Content

Gen Zs and Millennials are changing the way we think about personalized content. Personalization is

the net to catch Gen Zs and millennials and is defined as the ability to suggest content to a

manufacturing format that seeks to make a product relevant to the individual user, based on the user’s

desires, behaviour, and/or preferences. 

Customization allows consumers to assemble their own, unique products according to their tastes and

needs. Think about picking out colours, patterns, and designs to craft your very own Nike shoe. It’s still

branded Nike – but it’s also distinctly you. 

Here are some examples of brands using personalization and customization of products to attract Gen

Zs and Millennials –

Nike iD is a service that allows customers to design
their own Nike shoes. On the Nike iD webpage or
on its app, consumers can pick the style, colour,
fabrics, and design details to customize their gear
to be exactly the way they want it   .

The Puma Mongolian BBQ is one of the most
creative and customizable sneaker projects.
There is a range of new materials to choose
from, including nylon in navy and canvas in
black, white, and burnt olive. Every aspect of the
shoe is independently customizable, from the
choice of both fat and skinny laces to the choice
of the outsole and the colour of the tongue tag  .

Adidas to Customize Shoes with Instagram Photos.
Adidas’ photo printing app will allow shoppers to
customize their sneakers with Instagram images.
With the new mobile app, which will roll out on
iPhone and Android, consumers looking to
purchase Adidas ZX Flux sneakers will be able to
print out their Instagram images to create custom
shoe designs   .
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STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT GEN Z AND MILLENIALS
5. New Age Social Media

Teams like Liverpool (the first PL team on TikTok), Real

Madrid, Barcelona, Bayern Munich, and more have

used the platform to engage with their global

audience. FC Barcelona was the most followed sports

team on TikTok with 7.6 million followers, followed by

Real Madrid with 4.6 million. The most followed U.S.

sports team was the Golden State Warriors with 2.6

million followers, trailed closely by the Kansas City

Chiefs at 1.7 million. In the NFL's 100th season, the NFL

and Snapchat came together to make an AR lens that

was considered a unique fan engagement activity. The

AR lens lets people scan the NFL 100th logo through

the Snapchat app and allows them to view the special

videos made by NFL teams            .

In today’s day and age, sports marketers have realised the importance of going digital and the value it

generates. Most fans who consume this digital content fall under the category of Gen Zs and

Millennials. Therefore, it has become extremely important for organisations to pivot from traditional

ways of marketing and add uniqueness and excitement to engage their existing fans and attract new

fans globally.

In the future, sports marketers need to understand the characteristics and consumption behaviour of

their target market and create strategies that are more targeted and streamlined towards Gen Zs and

Millennials.

Looking at the above-mentioned examples, we observe that sports marketers are using innovative

ways to engage with fans and are adapting to the changing landscape of sports consumption around

the world. The heart of these transformations are the Gen Zs and Millennials, who are driving this

change, and if brands want to keep up with this ever-changing landscape, they need to find ways to

attract and retain them.

CONCLUSION
[10][11][12]
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The Global Institute of Sports Business (GISB) is India’s first and only industry designed institute

that provides a practical approach to sports management education with a clear focus on

furthering individual growth, fostering student employability and generating sector impact.

GISB has partnered with the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s - Mark H. McCormack

Department of Sport Management for the flagship program and has affiliated with top global

sports organisations including the Premier League, SD Eibar, Sportskeeda, Baseline Ventures and

Fanisko amongst many others to further the student experience through customized projects,

case studies, guest lecturers and internship / placement opportunities.

For more information on GISB visit www.gisbindia.com.

About the Global Institute of Sports Business

About Fanisko

Identify high-value fans through data-driven outreach campaigns

Engage them wherever they are and whatever they use

Retain them with personalized interactive digital experiences through Gamification, Augmented

Reality & Virtual Reality

Monetize them through sponsor activation and commerce

Fanisko is a fan engagement and analytics company that offers a B2B platform & solution that

helps sports organizations to :

For more information on Fanisko visit https://www.fanisko.com. 
For media requests and partnership inquiries, email us at info@fanisko.com.
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